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Let kck,C... C K be a Z,-extension. The relations of X(K/k) and X(KF/F) is 
studied, where F/k is a cyclic Z-extension. If  M/k is another Z,-extension of k, it 
is shown that for i >O X(Mki/ki) = rl’ + C, under minimal additional hypotheses. 
Finally if MK/k has a unique totally ramified prime, and X, is cyclic, it is 
shown that MK can contain at most one Z,-extension with non-zero P invariant. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be an algebraic number field and 1 a fixed rational prime. We shall be 
concerned with a certain type of extension of k, called a r-extension, or a 
Z,-extension. Let Zr denote the ring of l-adic integers, and Z,+ the I-adic 
integers considered as an additive group. Let K be a field containing k; then 
we say that K/k is an Z&-extension if K/k is normal and gal(K/k) E Zz+. 
Let r = gal(K/k). r has as subgroups of finite index r, = PI’, n = 
0, l,... . Let k, denote the fixed field of r, . Then k = k, C k, C -.a C k, C 
*.. C K. The k, are the only subfields of K containing k, and K = lJ,“=, k, . 
It can be shown that k,/k is cyclic of order 1”. The field k, is called the 
n-th layer of the &extension K/k. 
For F any algebraic extension of Q, let F denote the maximal abelian 
unramified I-extension of F. Let A, = gal(F/F). For F a number field, F is a 
subfield of the Hilbert class field of F and A, z the Sylow I-subgroup of the 
class group of F. 
For the Z,-extension K/k, k C k, C *.a C k, C *.. C K, the groups Akn are 
related in an interesting way. Define e, by len = / Akl /. 
THEOREM (Iwasawa). There exists integers p, h, y and n, such that for all 
n > n, , e, = pl” + Xn + v. 
The integers p = p(K/k) and X = X(K/K) are called the (Iwasawa) invari- 
ants for the Z,-extension K/k. 
i This paper is an abridged version of the author’s California Institute of Technology 
Theory which was written under the supervision of Dr. H. Kisilevsky. 
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2. FURTHER DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let K/k be aZ,-extension. Let G = gal(R/k), X = AK = gal(K/K). Then X 
is a normal subgroup of G, and G/X g r = gal(K/k). Thus r acts on X 
by conjugation, and ZI also acts naturally on X, with the action of a E 2, 
given by x ++ x” = limanecc x%. Both these actions are continuous. 
These actions allow us to consider X as a module over the group ring 
Z,[r]. X can also be considered as a module over the ring of (formal) power 
series in one variable, Z,[[T]]. This action is obtained by picking a topological 
generator y,, of r (i.e., (y,,), the group generated by y0 , is dense in r), and 
defining the action of T on X by y,x = (1 + T)x for all x E X. Since 
Z,[(l + T)] is dense in Z,[[2”& this defines a unique action of Z,[[q] on X. 
Cf. [7]. From now on, we will let II, denote Z,[[a]. 
A few elements of (1, are defined for future use. 
DEFINITION. w,(T) = (1 + T)I” - 1, n 3 0. 
v,,,(T) = w,(T>/w,dT), m > n b 0. 
DEFINITION. Given two /1r modules X and Y, a homomorphismf: X -+ Y 
is a pseudo-isomorphism if the kernel and co-kernel are finite. We say X is 
pseudo-isomorphic to Y if there exists a pseudo-isomorphism f: X-t Y 
and write Xr, Y. 
Pseudo-isomorphism is not, in general, an equivalence relation. That is, 
we can have Xr, Y but Ye9 X. Pseudo-isomorphism is, however, transi- 
tive. Also, if X and Y are Noetherian torsion fl, modules, then XE~ Y 
implies Y sD X. 
Let e, , e, ,..., e, be non-negative integers and p1 ,..., ps be prime ideals of 
height one in (1, . Each pi is either (I), the ideal generated by 2, or (J(T)), 
the ideal generated by a distinguished irreducible polynomial in Z,[Tj. 
Define the module 
Such a module is called an elementary (1, module. Every Noetherian /1, 
moduleX is pseudo-isomorphic to a unique elementary module&. If X g9 Y, 
then Ex = EY . X is a Noetherian torsion (1, module if and only if the 
associated elementary module E(e,, ; p?,..., p?) has e, = 0. 
For aZ,-extension of a number field, K/k, the module X = AX. is always a 
Noetherian torsion ~4~ module. If we write 
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then the invariants p(K/k), h(K/k) are as follows: 
P=ipi x = 5 qi deg f, . 
i=l i=l 
The above description of p and h also allows us to characterize them in 
the following way. Let V = X @z, Q, . Then V is a vector space over Q1 , 
and dimcl V = A. Let ,X denote the kernel of the map, 
Then p = 0 if and only if ,X is finite. 
At this point we also wish to mention the following fact, a consequence of 
ramification theory. If F is an abelian extension of a number field k with 
gal(F/k) zZza = Zz @ a** @Z, , then F/k is unramified outside primes above 
I. The case F/k aZ,-extension is of particular interest. 
3. COMPOSITION WITH A FINITE EXTENSION 
Let k be a number field, K/k a Z,-extension, and F/k a cyclic extension 
of degree I: k = Fb C FI C ... C F,. = F, with [r;i: k] = P. Assume further 
more that F n K = k. 
Since gal(KFJk) = gal(KFJFi) @ gal(KF,/K) =Z, @Z/liZ, KF,/I;, is a 
Z,-extension for i = O,.. ., r. We will obtain certain relations among the 
X-invariants of the various extensions KF,/F( . For the relationship of the 
p-invariants, see [6]. 
To simplify some of the following formulas, we let D(X) = dim,$(X @z, Q,) 
for any A, module X. Let Xi = gal(KFi/KF$). Then X(KFi/Fi) = D(Xi). Let 
gal(KF/K) = (u), whence oz’ = 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. WG) = ww(~ l’ - 1)X,). If each prime of k which ramifies 
in F/k isfinitely decomposed in K/k, then Xi zD X,./(ozi - 1) X, . 
Proof of Lemma. We construct the following fields. Let Ei = KF . i@i . 
Let Gi = gal(w/KF,), and let G: be the commutator sub-group of Gi . Let 
Mi be the fixed field of Gi . The field M$ is the maximal subextension of 
@/KFi which is abelian over KF( . The following relationship holds among 
these fields: 
KF_CEiCMi_CKF. 
This provides us with an exact sequence 
0 + gal(MJE,) -+ gal(M,lKF) -+ gal(EJKF) - 0. 
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If we form the tensor product of each element of the sequence with Q, , 
and take the dimension of the resulting vector space, we get 
J%MW~F)) = N3-W&)) + D(gal(WW). 
Since D(X,.) = D(gal(?@/KF)) is finite, each term in the above equation is 
finite. The first part of the lemma will be done if we show &Xi) = D(ga1 
(EJKF)), D(gal(M,/KF)) = D(X,/azi - l), and D(gal(M,/EJ) = 0. 
First, gal(&/KF) z gal(Ei/KF n KF,). We also have 
0 -+ gal(KFJKF n KF,) -+ gal(aJKFi) + gal(KF n mJKF,) + 0. 
Since the last term in this exact sequence is finite, we can actually conclude 
that gal(Ei/KF) gI, Xi , SO the relationship D(Xi) = D(gal(E,/KF)) is proven. 
To prove the second relationship we argue as follows. By the definition 
of Mi , gal(MJKFi) g Gi/G,‘, and therefore gal(M,/KF) g X,/(Gj n XT). We 
can take ~9’ as a generator of gd(KF/KFJ. Let a = 3 denote a lifting of 
uz’ to Gi . Since X, and a generate Gi , and X, is an abelian group, one sees 
that Gl = (ax&x-l ( x E X,.) = (crzi - 1) X, . Thus we have gal(Mi/KF)) g 
X7/(& - 1) X, , and therefore D(gal(MJKF)) = D(X,./(az” - 1) X,). _ 
Finally, we show that D(gal(Mi/Es)) = 0. Since gal(MJEi) C gd(Mi/KFi), 
it suffices to show that D(gal(Mi/KF,)) = 0. 
Let { Wj} be the set of valuations of KF, which ramify in MJKF, . Let 
(Ti> be the set of inertial groups for the Wj in Mi/KFi . Since KF, C KI;i C Mi , 
and i@ is the maximal unramified subextension of Mi/KFi , gal(Mi/aJ is 
precisely the group generated by the Ti . Tj IKF is the inertial group for Wj 
in KF/KFi . Let tj E Tj . Then tjl’-* IKF is the identity so ty-’ E Tj n gd(Mi/KF). 
Now MJKF is unramified, so Tj n gal(M,/KF) = 1. Thus tymi = 1, and 
therefore, gal(MJs$-’ = 1, and gal(MJaJ &, Q, = 0. 
This completes the proof of the first statement of the lemma. 
The second statement now follows quickly. We have already shown that 
gal(E,/KF) 5 xi , and 
We also have the exact sequence 
gd(Mi/KF) g X,/(U”” - 1) X,. . 
0 -+ gal(MJ&) + gal(MJKF) -+ gal(&/KF) -+ 0. 
We will be done if we show gd(Mi/Ei) is finite. We actually show that - 
gd(Mi/KFi) is finite. 
It was shown above that gal(Mi/Bi) is the group generated by the inertia 
groups {Tj}, and each Tj is finite. Let Uj be the restriction of Wj to Fi . Since 
W, ramifies in KFJKF, , Vj must ramify in FIF, . Since FIF, is a finite extension 
of an algebraic number field, there are only finitely many ramified primes. 
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The hypothesis that each prime ramifying in F/k is finitely decomposed in 
K/k implies that there are only finitely many extensions of vi to KFi . Thus - 
{Tj} is finite, and gal(MJKl;i) is finite. n 
This lemma can now be used to relate the h-invariants for the various 
Zi-extensions KFi/Fi . 
THEOREM 1. h(KFJFJ z X(KFf-,/F~-l) (mod (b(r)), hence for j < i 
A(KFJFi) = X(KF,/F,) (mod &lj+‘)). 
Proof. We know that A(KFJFi) = &Xi). The above lemma shows that 
II(Xj) = D(X,/(cT”” - I) &). 
Let V be the QL vector space X,. 6&, Q, . The map (0”’ - 1) is a linear map 
on V. Let Vj denote the null space of (0”’ - 1). We have V0 _C V, C ..* C 
V, = I’. Now 
X(KF&) = D(X,/(& - 1) X,> 
= dimO,tX, OZ, PI> - dimQ,t(ozi - 1) XT OZ, Qd 
= dimol V - dimg,(& - 1) V 
= dim,, Vi. 
Therefore, we have 
X(KFi/Fi) - h(KFi-JF<-1) 
= dim,, Vi - dimoz ViPl = dimOl(az*-l - 1) Vi 
Let Wi = (I+-’ - 1) Vi . We are done if we show (b(P) 1 dim,,W, . If 
Wi = 0, we are done. Assume Wi # 0. Let Q(t) = (tzi - l)/(tzi-’ - 1). 
@(t) is an irreducibly polynomial in Q,[t]. Since Wi # 0, but G’(G) Wi = 0, 
@(t) is the minimal polynomial for u on Wi . Therefore P(t), the characteristic 
polynomial for u on Wi , is a power of Q(t); P(t) = (Q(t))“. Thus dimol Wi = 
deg P(t) = s deg G(t) = s+(P). 1 
4. COMPOSITION WITH A ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Let k = k, C k, C a*-CK, and k=m,Cm,C.*.CM be two disjoint 
Z,-extensions of k. The invariants of the Z,-extension Mki/ki can be related 
to the invariants of the Z,-extension M/k by Theorem 1, but in this case, 
stronger results hold. We therefore study these extensions. Since not every 
number field has two disjoint ZE-extensions, it is necessary to assume that k 
has at least one complex imbedding. 
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For the remainder of this paper, let k be a number field with at least one 
complex imbedding. Let N = MK, l-‘, = gal(N/K), r, = gal(N/M). Then 
r, E r, sZ1+, and gal(N/k) = I’, @ r, . 
Let N be the maximal abelian unramified Z-extension of N, and X, = 
gal(N/N). We will show that X, is a module overZ,[[S, Z’l] in a natural way. 
Let u be a topological generator of l-‘, , and let 7 be a topological generator 
of P, . Since gal(M/k) s r, , with the isomorphism given by restriction, 
gal(M/k) is topologically generated by the restriction of cr to M, which 
we also call (T. Similarly, gal(K/k) is generated by T. 
Let N, denote the subfield of N fixed by (uz”, +“), the closure of the sub- 
group generated by ~8’ and +n. Then N,, = k, and N = u,“=, N,, . Since 
m = urel w, (cf. [lo]), gal(R/N) = ht~ gal(N,/N,J. Each g(n,JN,) is a 
finite l-group, and therefore X, is a profinite l-group. 
Let G = gal(N/k). Since G/X, E r, @ r, , r, @ r, acts on X, by 
conjugation, and thus one obtains a continuous action of Z,[r, @ J’,] on 
X, . It is not hard to show that the correspondence 1 + Tt, 7, 1 + St, u, 
provides a continuous action ofZ,[[S, T]] on X, (cf. [4]). 
THEOREM (Greenberg, [4]). X, is a Noetherian torsion Z,[[S, Tj] modzde. 
Since the structure ofZ,[[S, T]] modules is not well known, we notice that 
the action ofZ,[[S, 7’J] on X, provides an action ofZ,[[S]] andZ,[[a] on X, , 
and study the structure of X, as a module over these rings. 
THEOREM 2. If I is finitely decomposed in M, then X, is a Noetherian 
Z,[[ Tj] module if and only if p(M/k) = 0. Similarly, if I is finitely decomposed 
in K, then X, is a NoetherianZ,[[S]] module if and only if p(K/k) = 0. 
Proof. We will prove the first statement. The second follows from a 
change in notation. 
The module X, is a NoetherianZJ[7J] module if and only if X,/(T, I) X, 
is finite. The module X,/(T, Z) X, is finite if and only if X,/TX, has finite 
rank. 
Let EC N be the fixed field of TX,. Then H = gal(E/N) g XN/TXN . 
Since TX, is the commutator subgroup of gal(N/M), G = gal(E/M) is 
abelian. Therefore we can form the factor group G/H, and G/Hz gal 
(N/M) cZ, . Thus X, is Noetherian if and only if G has finite rank. 
Let I denote the subgroup of G generated by the inertia groups of all 
valuations of M. Since only valuations above I can have non-trivial inertia 
groups, and we have assumed there are only finitely many valuations above I, 
I has finite rank. Hence G has finite rank if and only if G/I has finite rank. 
Let L be the fixed field of I. Then L. is the maximal abelian unramified 
extension of M contained in m. Since M Cm, L = a. Therefore G/I= 
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gal(?i?/M). Finally, X, is Noetherian if and only if gal(R/M) has a finite 
rank which occurs if and only if &M/k) = 0. 1 
Recall that k = k, C k, C ***CK, and k=m,Cm,C**-CM are two 
disjoint Z,-extensions of k, and N = MK. For each i 3 0, let Fd = k,M. 
Then Fi/k, is a Z,-extension and we now study these extensions. 
Let X, = gal(FJFi). The structure of the class group of kimn , the n-th 
layer of FJki , is determined by the structure of Xi as a A, module. That 
structure is not easily determined in the general case. We will find information 
about the invariants of Fi/ki from the (1, structure of Xi . 
Recall that X, = gal(N/N). At this point it is necessary to separate the 
two cases N/M ramified, and N/M unramified, although one concludes in 
both cases that X(Fi/ki) = rli + C for n > 0. 
THEOREM 3. If N/M is ramified at some valuation, and unramified at all 
but a finite number of valuations, then there are integers n, and n, , and A, 
submodules Yi C X, such that Vi > n,, , Xi g X,/Y< , and Vi < n, , Xi ga 
X.,,,/ Yi . Furthermore, Vi > n, , Yi = v+i(T) Y”, . 
Remark. A more exact description of n, , n1 , and the Yi is given in the 
proof. 
Remark. Roth the statement and proof of this theorem are essentially 
the same as in the case of aZ,-extension of a number field, and closely follow 
Serre [lo]. 
Proof. Recall that Fi is the maximal abelian unramified I-extension of Fi . 
The extension NFi/N is unramified, so NFi C m, and therefore Fi Z m. Let -- 
Gi = gal(N/FJ, and Hi = gal(N/F,). Then, 
X< = gal(FJFJ s GilHi . 
The theorem will follow from a description of the Hi. 
Since G,/Hi is abelian, Gi _C Hi . Clearly, Gi = q(T) X, . Let Li denote 
the fixed field of G: . We have Fi cFi C Li Z w. The extension Li/Fi is 
abelian, and F, is the maximal unramified subextension. 
Let v0 ,..., v, denote the valuations of N which ramify in N/M, and I, ,..., I,r 
the corresponding inertia groups. Define bj by If = lbjr, , and let n,, = 
min b, , n1 = max bj . If necessary, relabel the ui so that b, = n, . 
Pick valuations w,, ,..., w, of m which extend v0 ,..., v, . Let Zj denote the 
inertia group for wj in m/M. Then Ij’ =Z, . Pick u0 ,..., u,. topological 
generators for 1; ,..., 1; such that ui IN = ?lb’. 
We have Fi C N C Li , with LJN unramified, so each valuation which 
ramifies in Li/Fd ramifies in NIF, . We conclude that F, is the subfield of 
Li fixed by 
<I; ,--*, Ii> n gal(LJFi). 
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Thus we have 
Hi = q(T) X,, b 1; n G1). 
j=O 
Let tij = max(0, i - bj). Then Ii n Gi = <oitii). Let aij = ~~tf’cr~zs’-~O+tu. 
Since aij IN is the identity, aij E X, . We have (I,! n Gi , Ii n Gi) = (1; n 
Gi , aij). Therefore, 
Hi = (q(T) X,, a, ,..., a,,, Ii n G,). 
The groups X, and 1; n Gi are disjoint, and for i 3 no , X&l n Gi) = Gi . 
Since GJX, g IO n Gi g Ii n Gi , we have I,l n Gi acting on X, by conjuga- 
tion. Therefore Gi is a semidirect product of X, by I, n Gi , and we have 
GJHi = Gi/(wi(T) XN, ai, ,..., ai,, Ii n G& 
g xN/(wi(T) XIV, ai1 9q--p ad. 
Let Yi = (wi(T) XN, ai, ,..., ai,). We have shown that for i > no, Xi s 
Xiv/K * 
For i < no, we have I;a C F”, CF, C Li . In this case we have gal(FieF,J 
G ~nJ<Yi , G> s XNlYi * Since gal(ti-,Jr;i) is finite, gal(Ft/FmJ z9 
gal(F#‘J = Xi . Therefore, we have, for i < no, Xi +, X,/Y, . 
It remains to show that for i > nl , Yi = vnlsi(T) Yn, . 
Since Yi = (wi(T) XN , aiz ,..., ai,), and w,(T) = v,+(T) co,(p, it SU&XS 
to show that, aif = v,JT) anlj . For j = 0 ,..., r, let yj = uf I- ‘. Then by 
the definition of anlj, 
3/j = anljyo 
and therefore 
i--n1 r: = @n,i~o~zd-nl 
-1 2 
= anliYOanliYo YO an,j 
z 
i-n1 
**. y. 
-(z--l) z-1 
anlfyo YO 
Now, 
a(j = ~*+~Yo+Ygll+...+y:‘-nl-‘. 
I 
Since y. IN = @, we have, 
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COROLLARY I. rf in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3, p(M/k) = 0, 
then for all i > n, + 1, 
for non-negative integers r, c, and c, , with c, = 0 Vn 3 n2 for some integer n2 . 
More simply, X(Fi/ki) = rli + C Vn b n2 . 
ProoJ Theorem 3 states that Xi E X,/Y, . From the isomorphism for 
i>,n,+ 1 
- XNlyi xNl yn~ = y,,l yi ' 
we obtain the exact sequence, 
o-+ Y,,/Y,-+&-tx,,+0. (1) 
Since p(M/k) = 0, by Theorem 2, X, is a Noetherian A, module. The 
submodule Y”, is therefore a Noetherian AT module, and we have 
Yn, 5 E = A,’ O;“=, &l(jXT))“j a,“=, &-i(l”9. 
Taking quotients, we get 
ynl/Yi = yn,/"nl,i(T) Yn, % (AT/VnI.i(T>)T OLn +l(AT/un-l,n(T))C"~ C2) 
where c, is the number of&(T) = v,+~.~T). 
Now X(FJkJ = dime, (Xi @,,Ql). From (I), we have that for i > n, + 1 
W&) = dimol(Y,JK OZ, QJ + dim&L, OZ, Qd. (3) 
We obtain from (2), 
dimo,(Y,,lYi OZ, QJ = r(l’ - f”l) + i w#Jm9 
n=n,+1 
with c, = 0 Vn > n, . Inserting this in (3), we are done. 1 
COROLLARY 2. If N/M has only finitely many ramiJied primes, and each 
prime which ramifies is totally ramified, and p(M/k) = 0, then for all i, 
X(Fi/ki) = rii + i C,b(l”> 
withc,=OforalIn>n,. 
If, in addition, h(M/k) = 0, then r = 0, so h(Fa/ki) is bounded. 
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Proof. The first part follows as in the previous corollary, since n, = 
n, = 0, and Xi z X,&I%(T) X, . 
IfX(M/k)=O,thenO=rzo+c,,sor=c,,=O. 
Remark. If r = 0, then X, is a torsion Z,[[Tj] module, and therefore 
d = dime, (X, &, QJ is finite. It follows that for any Z&-extension L/k, 
with L _C N and L having only finitely many valuations above Z, X(L/k) < 
d + 1 because X, is essentially a factor module of X, @Z, . 
THFDREM 4. If N/M is unramljied, then 
Xi r X,/o,(T) X, @Z, . 
Proof. If N/M is unramified, then N cFi c m, and Fi is the maximal 
abelian extension of Fi contained in m. Let Gi = gal(N/FJ. Then Xi = 
gal(Fi/Fi) E G,/Gi. Since Gi is a semidirect product of X, by gal(N/FJ = 
(7r’) g Z, , we have Gi = (rziP1) X, = w,(T) X, . Therefore Xi is a semi- 
direct product of Xx/&i(T) X, with gal(N/FJ = Zz . But since Xi is abelian, 
the product must actually be a direct product. 1 
COROLLARY. IJ p(M/k) = 0 and N/M is unramijied, then p(Ff/ki) = 0 
andh(Fi/ki) = r”’ + Cl=, c,&Z”) + 1. The numbers r and c, are nonnegative 
integers, and c, = 0 Qn 3 n, , for some integer n, . The integer r is zero if and 
only if X, is a torsion A, module. 
Proof. As in previous corollaries. 
Remark. If X(M/k) = 1, then again r = 0. 
5. OTHER Z,-EXTENSIONS CONTAINED IN N 
We study here an extension N/k, as above, with gal(N/k) e Zz @Z, . 
Since for any a, b, E Zz such that I does not divide both a and b, Z, @Z,/ 
((a, b)) g Z, , the extension N/k contains infinitely many Z,-extensions. 
For the next few results we look first at the situation where N/M has a 
unique ramified prime which is totally ramified, and later at the specia1 case 
where N/k has a unique totally ramified prime. The examples in Section 6 
show that the second situation occurs infinitely often, and therefore the first 
does as well. 
RecallthatN=MK,withk=k,Ck,C~~~CK,andk=m,Cm,C~~~C 
M two disjoint Z,-extensions, and Fi = kiM. 
PROPOSITION 1. If N/M has a unique totally ramified prime, then Xi = 
gal(FJFJ g XN/wi(T) XN . 
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Proof. This follows from the proof of Theorem 3, with no = n, = 0 and 
Yi = q(T) x, . 
We also use the following lemma [9, p. 1551, which is a corollary of Naka- 
yama’s lemma. 
We quote Nakayama’s lemma for reference [9]. 
Nakayama’s Lemma. Let R be a ring, and E an R module. If Z is an ideal 
of R contained in every maximal ideal, and ZE = E, then E = 0, or E is not 
finitely generated. 
LEMMA. Let 0 be a local ring and m its maximal ideal. Let E be a finitely 
generated 0 module, and F a submodule. Zf E = F $ mE, then E = F, 
Proof. Consider the 0 module E/F. We have m(E/F) consisting of those 
cosets ME + F. But E = F + mE. Thus 
m(E/F) = mEFf F = E/F 
Applying Nakayama’s lemma, we have E/F = 0, so E = F. 1 
We now combine these two results. 
THEOREM 5. Zf N/M has a unique totally ramified prime and gal(&i/M) is 
a cyclic Z1 module (i.e., ZllnZ or Z,), then A’, = A,r for some r E gal(n/N). 
Thus X, = AT/Z, where Z is the ideal {h(T) E A, 1 h(T)r = O}. 
Proof. Let r’ E gal(&QM) generate gal(H/M). By Proposition 1, X,/TX, s 
gal(R/M), and the isomorhism is given by restriction. Let r be an element of 
X, = gal(m/N) such that r 1~ = r’. Then X, = Z,r + TX, _C A,t + mXN , 
where ~72 = (T, 1) is the maximal ideal of the local ring AT . Applying the 
lemma we see that X, = A,r. 1 
This characterization of X, allows us to represent the action of A, on 
X, in terms of the (1, structure of X, . 
With the hypotheses of Theorem 5, we have X, = A,r. Since Sr E X, , 
there is a power series f(T) E (1, such that SR = f(T)r. The power series 
f(T) is unique mod I. Thus g(S)r = g(f(T))r and g(S) X, = g(f(Z’)) X, . 
In order for g(f(T)) to be well defined, and for future calculations, we 
show that f( T) is in (T, 1), the maximal ideal of d, . 
If f( T) # (T, I), then f( T) is a unit in & and f(T) X, = X, . Thus SX, = 
X, , and if X, = gal(%/M), we have SX, = X, , since X, is a factor 
module of X, . But X, is a Noetherian fI, module, and S is contained in the 
maximal ideal of A>, so we can apply Nakayama’s lemma to conclude 
X, = 0. We have X, = XJTX, so X, = TX, , hence X, = 0. If X, = 0, 
we may assumef(T) E (T, I). 
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Recall that N = MK, with 7 generating g(N/M) and CJ generating g(N/K). 
There is a 1 - 1 correspondence between Z,-extensions of k contained in N 
and subgroups H C g(N/k) such that g(N/k)/H z Zz . Such subgroups H are 
all of the form (+ub) where 1 does not divide both a and b. Let L,,, denote 
the subfield of N fixed by (~“a~). Then {La,, 1 a, b EZ~, I[ a G- I+’ b} is the 
set of all Z1-extensions of k contained in N. If I{ a, then a is a unit in Z, , 
so (TW) = ((Twy) = (Tuba-’ ). Thus we can actually describe the set of 
Z,-extensions of k contained in N as (L,,b , L,,, I a, b EZ~, I I a}. Notice 
that M = L1,, , and K = L,,l. 
Assume for the rest of this section that N/k has a unique totally ramified 
prime, and gal(il;iM) is a cyclic Zt module. From Theorem 5, there is an 
r E X, such that X, = cl,r g L&/L Pickf(T) c/1= such that Sr =f(T)r. For 
g(T) E 4 9 with g(T) = 1 mod *n>, and a EZ~, define (g(T))a = lim,,, 
km.P* 
THEOREM 6. With the above hypotheses and notation, 
!&h,b/La.b) = AT/(& (I -k T)a(l d-f@?)” - l>- 
Proof. Since N/L,,b has a unique totally ramified prime, the field NL,,, is 
the maximal subextension Of m abelian over La,b . since gal(N/L,,b) = 
(9ub), the subfield of m fixed by (T’%T~ - 1) X, is precisely NLasb . 
Thus we have 
gal(Ea,b/La,b) z gal(N&,b/N) z X,/(TaUb - 1) x, 
s xi’,/@ + T)@ (1 +f(T))b - 1) XN 
AT/I 
= ((1 + T)a (1 +fmb - 1)(&m 
z A&Z, (1 + T)” (1 +f(T))b - 1). 1 
For La,b f &I Y  7 IL, ( generates a subgroup Of finite index in gal(L,,b/k), 
so it is precisely this (1; structure in which we are interested. In fact, for 
kCL,CL,,l, with [L,: k] = I”, we have, 
8aUnlL) s 4/K (1 + TX1 +f(tNb - 1, w,(T)). 
We cannot completely describe the invariants of L,,b/k without knowing I 
and f(T), but we can determine that p(L,,,/k) # 0 for at most one of the 
L a.b * 
Greenberg [4] has shown that p(L,,b/k) is bounded in this situation, by 
entirely different methods. The result of this paper’ assumes a stronger 
hypothesis, and is more explicit in its result. 
We first prove the following results. 
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LEMMA. With the above hypotheses and notation, if 27 ((1 + T)a . 
(1 +f(T))b - 11, then p.(La,b/k) = 0. 
Proof. Assume p(L,,,/k) # 0. Then if Y = g(i&/&,), Y/lY is infinite. 
By Theorem 6 we have Y z n,/J, where J = (1, (1 + T)a(l + f( T))b - I). 
We have the isomorphism 
Since -/l,/(f) has no infinite proper quotients, we must have J C (I), and 
therefore 1 I( 1 + T)“( I +,f(T))b - 1. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume that N/k has a unique totally ramiJied prime and 
gal(.@/M) is a cyclic Z,-module. If p(K/k) # 0, then p(Ln,b/k) = 0 for all 
other La.h . 
Proof. Since K = L,,, , and &K/k) # 0, the lemma implies that 1 / 
(1 + T)O(l i-f(7)) - 1 =f(T). For any a, b E&, (1 + T)“(l +f(r)>” - 
1 : (1 + T)” -- 1 (mod (I)). If c is a unit in Z, , then Ln,b = La& . Thus 
we may assume that a is an integer. For a # 0, i f (1 + T)” - 1, and therefore 
I7 (1 -1 T)“(l + f(T))b - 1. By the lemma, again, we have p(L,,,/k) = 0 
for L.b # Lo,, . I 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume that N/k has a unique totally ramifiedprime and 
gal(a/M) is a cyclic Z,-module. If p(K/k) = 0, and La,b n M # k, then 
&a,b!k) = 0. 
Proof. Since L,,1, n M # k, we have I 1 b. Therefore 1 ‘I a, and we may 
assume a = 1. It suffices to show that 1 f (1 + T)(l +.f(T))b - 1. We will 
show that 
(1 + T)(l +f(T))b - 1 = T (mod(Z, Tl)). 
It suffices to show that 
(1 ff(TNb Es 1 (mod(Z, Tz>). 
We have 
(1 + f(T))b = (1 +f(T))“” = ((1 4 f(V)c)z = (1 + g(T))’ 
for some g(T) E (T, I). Now, 
(1 + gmz = 1 + m)” (mod 1) 
=l - (moW TzN 
and we are done. 1 
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Combining these results we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Zf N/k has a unique totally ramified prime, and gal(AI/M) 
is a cyclic Z1 module then there is at most one Zz-extension L&k, LaBb C N, 
such that p(L,,,/k) # 0. 
Proof. If p(LJk) = 0 for all La.,, , then we are done. Assume y(L,O,,/k) # 
0. If p(K/k) # 0, then Proposition 2 shows that p(L,,,/k) = 0 for all other 
Lb . 
Thus we may assume that &K/k) = 0. By Proposition 3, LOovbo is disjoint 
from AL We may take K,, = L+ba, and since M n K,, = k and N = MK, , 
we may apply Proposition 2 and conclude that ,u(L,,Jk) = 0 for all other 
L a.b . 
Remark. (Suggested by Richard Foote.) If N and k were normal over 
Q, and &L/k) # 0 for some Z&-extension of k contained in N, then any 
field L’ conjugate to L would be a Z,-extension of k contained in N, with 
&L’/k) # 0. If the hypotheses of Theorem 7 hold, we must have L = L’. 
so L is normal over Q. This places severe restrictions on L, and in many 
cases restricts it to a single extension. 
If p(K/k) # 0, then there are certain restrictions on the possible values of 
x(&,/k), given by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5. Zf N/k has a unique totally ramified prime, g(&i/M) is a 
cyclic Zz module, and p(K/k) # 0, then h(L,,Jk) < [L&B n K : k]. 
Proof. We can take La,b = &b’ , where 1” = [L&b n K : k]. We have 
g(za,b/La,b) s &/(I, (1 + T)z*(l +f(T))b - 1) by Theorem 6. Since &K/k) # 
0, 1 Lm, so 
(1 + T)l” (1 + f(T))b - 1 = TL” (mod 1). 
We also have (1 + T)zn(l + f(T))” - 1 = h(T)u(T) for some distinguished 
polynomial h(T), and unit power series u(T), by the Weierstrass preparation 
theorem. If d = deg h(T), then Ta is the smallest power of T with coefficient 
not divisible by I in the power series 
f a,T* = (1 + T)‘” (1 -t- f(T))b - l. 
n=o 
Thus d = I”. 
Therefore g(E=,b/&b) is a factor module of &/h(T), with degree h(T) = 1”. 
Thus x(L,,,/k) < I”. 1 
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6. SOME EXAMPLES 
Let 1 be an odd prime, 5 a primitive Zth root of unity, and k = Q(iJ. Let M 
be the cyclotomicZ,-extension of k. The extension M/k has a unique totally 
ramified prime. 
If I is a regular prime, i.e., I $ hk , then any Z,-extension K/k has a unique 
totally ramified prime, and p = h = n, = 0 (cf. [5]). In fact, if N is the com- 
posite of two Z,-extensions of such a field k, and X, = g(iJIN), then 
X,/(7’, S) X, E g(l;/k) = 0, whence X, = 0 by our corollary to Nakayama’s 
lemma. Thus, every number field kimj contained in N has class number 
prime to I, and everyZ,-extension L,,, has zero invariants. 
Let 1 be such that k = Q(c) h as class number exactly divisible by 1. Assume 
furthermore that g(ii-i/M) s Z, , where M is the cyclotomicZ,-extension of k. 
This occurs for I= 37, 59, 67 and for all primes I -C 30,000 where 1 jl h, . 
(See G31.) 
LEMMA (Suggested by David Dummit). 1f I is such a prime, M/k the 
cyclotomic Z,-extension, K/k a disjoint Z,-extension, and N = MK, then N/k 
has a unique totally ram$edprime I~E is not contained in N. 
Proof. The field k has a unique prime /J over 1. Let v be a valuation of N 
extending the valuation of k induced by /. Let T denote the inertia group for 
v in N/k. Since N/k is abelian, T does not depend upon the choice of v. Let 
E denote the fixed field of T. The extension E/k is unramified at fi, and since 
only primes above I can ramify in N/k, E/k is unramified. 
If ft @ N, then E = k, and fi is totally ramified in N/k. Thus N/k has a 
unique totally ramified prime. 
If E Z N, then # is not totally ramified in N/k. In fact, since /Z is principal 
in k, # splits in E/k, so N does not even have a unique prime over /. 1 
Since k has I + l/2 independent Z,-extensions, there are many Z,-exten- 
sions, K/k such that E $ MK. Let K be such aZ,-extension. 
Thus we have the situation of Theorems S-7, and can conclude from the 
results of that section that: 
(1) The p invariant is nonzero for at most one Z,-extension of k 
contained in N. (Theorem 7) 
(2) If TV is nonzero for one such Z,-extension, then 1 + 1 extensions 
of k of degree 1 and contained in N must have the following structure. One 
extension has class group (Z/ZZ)l, and the others have class group Z/lZ or 
Z/12Z. One can see this as follows. 
Since 2 is not regular, gal(M/M) is not finite [S]. We have shown that 
gal(M/M) z XN/TX, z &/(I, T). Thus 2’ I I. Now gal(E/k) z A,/(& T, f( T)) 
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= Z,(f(O)), so f(0) = lu, with ZJ a unit in Z, . We may assume that 
p(K/k) # 0. Then, gal(E,/k,) G 4-/(Af(T), (1 + T)I - 1). Since 1 If(T), we 
have f(T) = Zu(T), with u(T) a unit power series, and since CL(+) # 0, 
I I I. Thus gal&/k,) E A&l, P) = (Z/ZZ)z. We also have, 
gal(%/m,) = h-M, T, (1 +f(W - 1) = Z,/(l +f(Wz - 1 
= ZJ2Zz s Z/l”Z. 
Each other extension of k of degree 1 is contained in some L,,, , with 
gal(L,,l/L,,J es 4/V, (1 + OYl +f(T) - 1). Sincef(t) = h(T), (1 +T)a * 
(1 +f(T)) - 1 evaluated at T = 0 is 1 times a unit. We have already shown 
(Proposition 5) that, (1 + qa(l +f(T)) - 1 = (T - c) u,(T), where u,(T)is 
a unit power series, and I 1 c. We may now conclude that I2 T c. We now have 
gal(&JLaJ E A,/@, T - c), and the I-part of the class group of the first 
layer is a factor module of 
A&T - c, (1 + T)I - 1) g Z,/(l + c)” - 1 z Z/12Z. 
If the structure mentioned in 2 of the class groups of the degree 1 extensions 
of k did not exist, then one could conclude that p would be zero for all 
Zz-extensions of k contained in N. 
We now present a few examples for which the invariants can be computed. 
The theory of Z,-extensions of complex quadratic k is more developed than 
for arbitrary k and portions of these examples have been computed by other 
authors. See, for example, Carroll and Kisilevsky [l]. 
In these examples k will be a complex quadratic number field, 
k = Q((-#I”). Let N be the composite of all Zt-extensions of k. Then 
g(N/k) z Zz @Z, . Let M/k be the cyclotomic Z,-extension of k. 
If I is odd, or if I = 2 and all quadratic extensions of k contained in N are 
normal over Q (It suffices that d have a prime factor congruent to $3 
mod S), then there is a uniqueZ,-extension K/k which is normal over Q, and 
MK = N. See [l] for a proof of this fact. 
If I ramifies or remains prime in k/Q, and the class number of k is prime 
to I, then g(N/N) = 0, and t.~ = X = v = n,, = 0 for every Z,-extension of k. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let I= 2 and k = Q(-p)‘l” where p is a prime, p = 5 
(mod 8). Then 2 1 hk ,4 f hl,. 
If F is a quadratic extension of k contained in N, then F/Q is normal, 
since p = -3 (mod 8). Since k is complex, we have gal(F/Q) sZ/2Z 0 
Z/22, so F = k((d)1/2), d EZ. Because F/k is unramified outside 2, the only 
possible choices for F are k((2)lj2), k((-2)l12), k(i), and each of these 
fields is contained in N. 
Now k(i)/k is unramified and cyclic, and 4 r hl, . Therefore k(i) has 
class number prime to 2. Since p2 , the prime above 2 in k is not principal 
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in k, j2 remains prime in the extension k(i)/k. Thus N/k(i) has a unique 
totally ramified prime over 2, and since the class number of k(i) is prime to 
2, g(rn/N) = 0. 
Thus p = h = 0 for every Z,-extension of k. For k C F C N, we have 
g(l’/F) = 0 if k(i) C F, and g(F/F) = Z/22 if k(i) c F. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let I = 2, p = 5 (mod 8) and k = Q((-2~)~‘~). Again 2 1 hk , 
4 -Y hl, . The quadratic extensions of k contained in N are again k((2)lj2), 
k((-2)li2), and k(i). Here k = k((-2)l/“), and the class number of E is 
prime to 2. Thus N/k((-2)l/“) has a unique totally ramified prime and 
gal(m/N) = 0. We have p= X = 0 for every Z,-extension of k. For k C F C 
N, gal(F/F) = 0 if (-2)‘/” E F, and gal(F/F) g Z/22 if (-2)1/2 .$ F. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let f = 2, p = 3 (mod S), and k = Q((-2p)l/3. Then 2 j hk , 
4 I hl,, and k((2)1/2), k((-2)li2), k(‘) I are the quadratic subextensions of k 
contained in N. We have E = k((2)‘12) and b2 remains prime in Elk. Again, 
gal(m/N) = 0, and p = y = 0 for every Z,-extension of k. If k C F C N, we 
have gal(F/F) = 0 if 21i2 E F, and gal(F/F) g Z/22 if 2112 #F. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let I= 2, p = 7 (mod 8), and k = Q((-P)~‘~). Assume 
furthermore that 8 does not divide the class number of Q((-~P)‘/~). These 
conditions occur for p = 7, 23, 71, and for infinitely many other p. 
The class number of k is prime to 2, and 2 splits in k/Q. Let p1 and j2 
denote the primes above 2 in k. 
Let M be the cyclotomic Z%extension of k. We have k C k((2)l/“) C M, 
and /I , fi2 ramify in k((2)l/“)/k, so /I and p2 ramify totally in M. 
For k _C m, C M with [mn . * k] = 2”, let G = gal(m,/k). Genus theory 
implies that 1 C& 1 is either 2”hh or 2’+lhl, . Let Fn be the maximal unramified 
2-extension of m, which is abelian over k. Then [F, : m,] is either 2* or 
2+l. Let F = lJzcl F,, . Then F/k is abelian, k _C M C F, and F/M is not 
finite. 
Let G = gal(F/k), X = gal(F/M) and let Ti be the inertia group for ji in 
F/k (i = 1, 2). Let Ki denote the fixed field of Ti . 
Since F/M is unramified, Ti r\ X = 0 for i = 1, 2. The fured field of XT, is 
contained in M and unramified at ki, and is therefore equal to k. Thus 
XT, = G, and G g X @ Ti . Therefore, 
Ti E G/X z gal(M/k) z Z, . 
The fixed field of TIT2 is unramified over k, thus TIT2 = G. We also have 
X g G/T, s T2/Tl n T, . Therefore X is isomorphic to a factor of Z, . 
But X is an infinite pro-2 group, so X z Z, , and Tl n T, = 0. Thus F is the 
composite of all Z,-extensions of k. The fields Kl and Kz are disjoint Z,-exten- 
sions of k and F = K,K, . 
641/11/2-7 
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Letk, denote the first layer of Ki . Then k,, k,, and k((2)l/“) are the quadratic 
extensions of k contained in F. We claim that the ramification index of pi in 
k,k,/k is 2. Since k((2)l’3 C k,k, , and#& ramifies in k((2)l12)/k, it is at least 2. 
Since pi does not ramify in kJk, it is at most 2. 
Thus k1k2/k((2)1/2) is unramified at 2, therefore unramified. One can easily 
show that k((2)‘12)/Q((-2p)‘/“) is unramified. Thus klk2/Q((-2p)1/2) is 
unramified. 
The field k,k, is normal over Q, hence normal over Q((-2p>1/2), Since 
[kklk,: Q(( -2p)‘/3] = 4, klk2/Q(( -2p)li2) is an abelian unramified extension. 
We have k,k2 C Q((Zp)l/3, whence k,k, = Q((-2~)“~). Using the fact that 
gal(Q((-2p>l’2)/Q(( -2p)l12))is cyclic, and that the prime above2in Q((-2#‘3 
is not principal, we conclude that primes above 2 do not split in klk2/k((2)1/z). 
Therefore/, does not split in k,/k, and thus does not split in K,/k. Similarly, 
h2 does not split in X,/k. 
Thus KJk has a unique totally ramified prime. Since g(k/k) = 0, g(z/K,) = 
0. The extension F/Ki also has a unique totally ramified prime, therefore 
gal(F/F) = 0. Since F does not have an abelian unramified 2-extension, 
F=?i?. 
We can now describe the invariants of anyZ,-extension, L, of k. If L = Kl 
or L = KS , then p = X = 0. Otherwise p = 0, h = 1, gal(E/L) r Z, , 
For k C F C N, [F: Q] < co, we have gal(F/F) gZ/2”Z, where 2” = 
min([F: F n KJ). 
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